
Grade 4 Planner: Term 4 2020 

English: 

  Reading and Viewing: Continue daily routines for Home and School Reading to develop fluency, expression, 

comprehension and reading stamina. Whole class modeled and shared reading, along with small group guided 

sessions will focus on the features of poems, persuasive texts and explanations. Independent reading and text analysis 

to consolidate comprehension skills. 

Writing: Whole class modeled and shared writing will link personal and group experiences to our Integrated Unit 

topics. We will focus on the structure and features of poetry, persuasive texts and explanations, with an emphasis on 

the use of rhyming language, emotive language, paragraphing, incorporating specialised vocabulary and refining our 

Editing Code. Our spelling emphasis is on implementing the strategies taught, frequently used words and unit vocabulary. We will investigate 

syllabification, building word families and common spelling patterns. 

Speaking and Listening: Class discussions will foster purposeful listening, reporting skills using audience etiquette and the asking of 

questions to further develop understanding. 

Mathematics: 
Number and Algebra: Focus on developing efficient mental division strategies and how division links to multiplication. Problem Solving questions 

will be utilised to assist  

students in transferring their knowledge to everyday situations. 

Measurement and Geometry: Understanding the features and properties of 3 dimensional (3D) shapes and what 2 dimensional shapes are 

used to create the 3D shapes. Using their fine motor skills to create 3D shapes from their nets. 

Integrated Unit:  (Australian History) 
What does it mean to have a national identity?  What are the significant events in Australia’s early history, pre Federation? What does it 

mean to be multicultural in Australia? 

Students examine European exploration and colonisation in Australia and throughout the world up to the early 1800s. Students examine the 

impact of exploration on other societies, how these societies interacted with newcomers, and how these experiences contributed to their 

cultural diversity. Reasons why people migrate. Students explore the history and diversity of their community and the celebrations and 

commemorations, symbols and emblems important to Australians and others.  

Information Communications Technology: ICT    
Investigating a range of programs on the netbooks and 

iPads; such as iMovie, Stop Motion Pro, Annotable, Garage 

Health/ Physical Education:   

Weekly ‘Platoon’ rotations with an emphasis on the fundamental motor skills and team 

work 



 

Band and the ozobots. Students will also continue to learn 

how to research effectively. 

Weekly sports sessions, will build on the skills taught in P.E and Platoon and encourage 

good team work and the use of strategies in team games.  


